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Thank you and welcome 

 

Your excellencies, ambassadors, honourable guests, dear entrepreneurs, ladies and 

gentlemen, 

 

What a wonderful sight it is to see such a wide range of people present here tonight. We 

have businesses and politicians. We have ambassadors and economic attachés. We have 

small and large businesses in this room. Some are veterans of international business, some 

are aspiring to become active beyond the Dutch border. To all of you, I would like to express 

my gratitude for being here today.  

 

A special thank you to the municipality of The Hague, and to Deputy Major and Alderman 

Klein in particular. Our gathering here today is a prime example of a Private Public 

Partnership and of the spirit of taking action.  

 

Special word with regard to the recent terrorist attacks 

 

Before all other business, I would like to leave a few remarks about the devastating terrorist 

attacks in Brussels last Tuesday.  

 

Our thoughts go out to those who have lost loved ones, or those who have friends, family or 

colleagues hurt by the attacks. Let us remember as well the lives that were lost in the attacks 

in Paris, Ankara, Boston, Lahore, and those in Syria, Nigeria, Israel and Iraq among others 

places.   

 

We are gathered here today in freedom. We have the liberty to express our opinions and 

dedicate our lives to what we think is meaningful. We cannot take this for granted. My call 

on you is to celebrate our freedom by keeping our heads high. By cooperating. By thinking in 

terms of what we have in common instead of what makes us different. We shall not give in 

to terrorism by foregoing on the freedoms we enjoy. Neither shall we limit ourselves in how 

we conduct our lives and how we build our businesses.  

 

Thank you for allowing me to make these first remarks. 

 

Why we are here today 

 

I am delighted to see such a large and diverse crowd of business owners that accepted the 

invitation to meet with our distinguished guests, coming from 32 countries from all over the 

world.   
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We made this dinner possible because we believe in the value of international trade. We 

believe in the power of entrepreneurship. We want to work towards strengthening the core 

competitiveness of the Dutch economy. I know how important it is to establish and connect 

networks. In the economy of today, networks are the engines of growth. We have to work 

towards creating smart ecosystems of interconnected businesses and societal actors. Next to 

that, we think that there are great opportunities for businesses beyond the Dutch borders. 

We want to assist businesses in making best use of these opportunities.  

 

I hope this night inspires all of you to cooperate, engage in new projects, and to make 

connections that bring value to your businesses and your organisations. 

 

ONL 

 

A few words about our organisation.  

 

ONL voor Ondernemers - ONL for Entrepreneurs, is a not for profit foundation. We represent 

the interests of Dutch small and medium sized businesses with decision makers at the 

national, regional, local and European level. What makes us unique is that we give 

entrepreneurs direct influence. We give business a voice, we act on their behalf, and 

decision makers listen to what we have to say. Above all, ONL does not only represent 

business. We also act. We make things happen. Today is a good example of how we bring 

entrepreneurs and ambassadors together. At ONL, we unlock networks. Not only at the 

national level, but also at the international level. 

 

State of the economy 

 

Please allow me to share a few thoughts on the state of the economy and the way forward.  

 

In the current European and global economy, we have reached the limits of what we can 

achieve with monetary policy alone. We need to improve the strength of our economy. This 

involves a continuous focus on innovation; a focus on a skilled, agile and flexible labour 

force; an emphasis on quality products and services, and considerable investments in 

infrastructure, not only in the built environment but also in the digital sphere.   

 

For me, a strong and competitive business climate is based on multiple pillars. First, we need 

to give room to entrepreneurship and the ingenuity of our entrepreneurs. Second, we need 

to focus on innovation and public private partnerships. Third, we have to build and connect 

smart networks into ecosystems of growth. And finally, we have to put international 

business and the opportunities in export at the heart of our economic strategy.  

 

Entrepreneurship truly is the key to many challenges we are facing in today’s society.  
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Concluding remarks 

 

Let me conclude.  

 

Your presence here is unique. At this level, on this scale, on this location. My hope for 

tonight is that you will be inspired by each other and by our speakers. I hope you will make 

connections that bring your organisations forward. As an entrepreneur, I have learnt that 

success is the result of consecutive steps in the right direction. I know each and everybody 

will walk out of this room, intending to take the little consecutive steps that determine the 

success of your respective organisations. I hope that people will find each other tonight and 

will take these steps together.  

 

A big thank you to our partners for their early support. ONL is a not for profit organisation. 

Without the support of all the organisations and businesses making a financial contribution 

this dinner would not have been possible. Many of our partners have sponsored a table and 

told us they wanted to meet and hear from as many entrepreneurs as possible tonight. We 

are going to make sure this will happen tonight. Thanks again to our sponsors, please give 

them a round of applause.  

 

Thank you for your attention. I wish you a wonderful dinner.  

 


